
Learnings from 

all speakers and audience

It is crucial to

include young

people, and

children, in

gardening

activities. 

refugee

since 2017

soap

making

renew-

able

energy

support also

people who

are not close

to agriculture

refugees are

talented, but

need more

support /

resources

refugee for

15 years in

Uganda

Unidos

Social

Innovation

Center

has been

farmer

teacher;

Morag

Gamble

teaches

permaculture in

East Africa for

refugees and

host

communities

Bemerick Bisimwa

Dusabe

perma-

culture brings

hope to so

many

plant trees

with locals

waste

recycling

(brickets for

cooking)

teach

financial

literacy, soap

making...

credited

perma-

culture

teacher

perma-

youth

As refugees, we are

the people in the

position to restore

land!

We are the people to

do it. We bring in

experience.
For example Mangos

give us food and

shade.

Paulinho Muzaliwa

If we empower

youth, we empower

a good tomorrow!

Tomorrow they can

transform their

country or where

they go!

empower refugees

with their

entrepreneurial skills

supported by

Morag Gamble

with

permaculture

course and tools

Morag Gamble

We need a

place to tell

the good

stories

many requests for

apprenticeships

more support

for ground-

up,

integrated

work

Ehsanul Hoque

UNHCR in

Bangladesh

ecosystem

restoration,

refugee protection

and climate action

go hand in hand

assessment

of drivers

started in

2017

space is

scarce

refugees are now

provided with

100% liquid

petroleum gas to

meet energy

needs

assessment of

potential of land

stabilization

with

reforestation

biodiversity

increase

monitored

developed a

supply chain

of planting

materials

show

benefits and

reduce

costs

natural

sewage

systems

stabalizing

land

Special Guest Insights

Discussion

"UNHCR in partnership with IUCN in Bangladesh are

working to address 'conservation in  no refugees and no

Elephants were hurt. We have Elephant Watch Tower,

Elephant Response Team volunteer from both host and

refugee community.

 Biological Land Stabilization to reduce Slope failure

vulnerability, plant based waste water treatment are

other two nature based solution are being practiced here

in Bangladesh by UNHCR."

Rwamwanja Refugee

Settlement

Open link

How to use the potential of regenerative practices to improve the living conditions of forcibly displaced people?

Roundtable "Refugees & Restoration" (1)

Jennie Spears2

help people who

have a strong

impetus to

improve their

environment

finding the

people who are

already there

and support

them

access to

water and

other

resources

(compost)

pockets of activity

happening, we need

to find a way to share

this (language

barriers are indeed

important!).

mental health

benefits are the

main driver for

LTT

Syrian people

has long history

of gardening -

connect to

tradition

good for

the

community

gardening as

therapy to

overcome

trauma

good relations

with camp

managers, but

they change a

lot

LTT did

annual

gardening

competition

did not need

encouragement,

but tools to get

started

working with seed

kurdistan: fantastic

local organisation

focussing on

trauma relief

save place

for children

to play

work also

with the host

communities

 Connect

camp

communities

The therapeutic

benefits of the act

of gardening are

well documented. 

Important

physical

aspect 

raising

belief in the

future

Lemon Tree Trust

works in

Kurdistan (Iraq) to

support people

from the ground

up

grey water

projects, water

collection at

water rich times

access to

organic

material

collect all

green

material

available

LTT helps people

in camps to do

home gardening

and community

gardenings

Lemon Tree Trust

Gardening in a refugee camp

Why are regenerative practices a good idea for refugees?

What is needed to establish restoration projects with refugees?

How can projects like yours multiply, speed up and scale?

involvement of

camp

management and

local people to be

part of the

solution 

www.lemontreetrust.org
Open link

Rosemary Morrow1

refugees are forced

into inferior

situations,

permaculture can

provide hope

try to reduce

possible conflicts

by building

relationships --> it is

also peacebuilding!

Stay with the local

people and give

them

responsibility->

important for

trustbuilding

include local

people, build

relationships,

teach NGOs in

camps to carry

permaculture on

be adaptive

Rowe had worked

for 30 years in

Afghanistan,

Cambodia,

Vietnam, Uganda,

...

Permaculture for

Refugees put

together camp

experiences from

3 continents

P4R went to

Bangladesh,

Malaysia, Turkey,

Greece,

Philippines

P4R taught

permaculture

design of a

camp (not

gardening)

take a section of

the camp and

let people

design it

10.000 AUS $ for

the course, 1/4

for teachers, 1/4

for the course

leave 2000  $ in

the camp to

invest according

to people's own

vision

Permaculture 4 Refugees

Our Experience in restoring with refugees

Why are regenerative practices a good idea for refugees?

What is needed to establish restoration projects with refugees?

How can projects like yours multiply, speed up and scale?

Teach &

support local

NGOs, they

know the

language and

area

scientific

background,

comparison

between

camps

see booklet

"teaching

permaculture in

refugee camps"

small areas

of camps to

expand

global

structure



need for

translations

www.PermacultureForRefugees.org
Open link

Pieter van der Gaag4

involve

people in

great global

living lab

collectively learn

and test, without

the need of

many years of

experience

expanding the

ability of humanity

to create

abundance inside

natural

environment

transformative

power of

ecosystem

restoration

where life

has left,

people want

to leave

restoration

transforms

places, but

also people

regenerative

farms can

increase

production with

a factor of 100

personal

transformation is

key

give ordinary

people

access to

knowledge

empowered

people who are

inspired and

have a true stake

in the project

access to

knowledge and

involve them into

a great global

living lab

sharing learnings

in itself is already

transformative,

they feel

connected

education is

the basis

inspire for

bottom up

ERC is providing an

online course for

restoration projects -

scholarship

programm also for

displaced people

ERC is

building a

platform for

knowledge

sharing

grow own food,

share learnings

as part of

global

community

ERC =

Ecosystem

Restoration

Camps

ERC = collaborative

network of self

managed

autonomous

regenerative

agriculture projects

watch John D.

Liu's film of

transformation of

Loess Plateau

and others

ERC in Somalia:

restore terribly

degraded dry

lands

ERC in Syria

with UNDP:

help farmers to

bring back life

to soils

ERC in Kenya:

local youth restore

mangroves for

flood control and

natural fish

nurseries

ERC in

Guatemala:

local villagers

introducing

agroforestry

people who are dealing with

burnout find great therapy in

being able to restore soils

and produce food. Literally

the hands and feet in the soil

already helps. Could this

therapeutic effect also work

with trauma?

ERC in California:

"residents of

paradise" making

the region more

fire-resistent

Ecosystem Restoration Camps

How restoration can transform places

Why are regenerative practices a good idea for refugees?

What is needed to establish restoration projects? What works?

How can projects multiply, speed up and scale?

Structure to communicate

about this

Where can people bring

what they have already

done? Show examples?

Access each others

knowledge?

www.ecosystemrestorationcamps.org
Open link

sharing good

practices,

peer

coaching

spreading a

positive

narrative

Photene Kalpakiotis3

connect 2

burning topics:

refugees and

environment

transform

uncomfortable

situation in

green haven

walls are

negatively

impacting

mental health in

camps

refugees are

now living in

non-eco friendly

and confined

places

work bottom

way up:

empower focus

groups in the

camps

look what

each camp

needs,

bottomway

up

make clear what

the benefits of

gardening are to

the refugees

give

refugees

the tools &

seeds

even when

refugees leave

the camp they will

have transferable

knowledge

create eco-

friendly

movement

amongst

refugees

some camps

don't even

have clean

water - many

needs

created focus

groups in 10

camps and

working with

municipalities

Greek Forum of

Refugees is

created by and

run by refugees

integrating

refugees in local

councils, bring

societies close to

camps

Greek Forum of Refugees

What would be needed to start in Greece

Why are regenerative practices a good idea for refugees?

What is needed to establish projects in Greece?

What do we need to start?

introduce

local

society

make

benefits

visible

get the

refugees

excited about

gardening

cross

pollination

between

camps

www.refugees.gr
Open link

Ruth Andrade6

Challenge:

relief vs

development

(short-term vs

long-term)

how do we

transform the

paradigm of hthe

refugee response?

Shift the funding?

Influence the

larger

organisations

Prove that the

return of

investment is there.

Show the cycles

and put numbers

on them.

Unleash

power of

individuals

Education and

bottom up

engagement

are key

it is also

about justice

and equity

from a business

perspective it is

important to look

at the most

vulnerable

Individuals

who are

passionate 

it is also

about trust to

enter in the

right

relationships

grassroot

approach

focus on

demons-

tration

projects

people are

bringing these

issues into the

business

build a

network of

change

agents

collect case

studies

prove that

return on

investment

is there

show cycles,

put numbers

on it

short term

aid vs. long

term

develop-

ment

offer

trainings

transform the

paradigm of

humanitarian

response

today organizations

invest millions to shift

sewage where you

bring resources out

of the camps that

would be needed

Lush invests and

donates for

refugee camps,

because we need

to create a

regenartive culture

it's an issue of

justice to look at

the most

vulnerable

people

seed funding

/ demons-

tration

funding

3 year

funding for

specific

projects

rebuilding

livelihoods after

catastrophes vs.

longterm

solutions

build demons-

tration center

(e.g. YICE

Uganda)

many co-

benefits of

one

program

Lush / Regenerosity

What funders & investors need to fund projects

Why are regenerative practices a good idea for refugees?

How do we choose to support projects?

What is needed to get more regenerative projects funded?

www.regenerosity.world
Open link

https://uk.lush.com/article/ugandas-refugee-camp-gardens
Open link

Juliet Millican5

Re-Alliance

Learnings from the network: What hinders us?

Message from Juliet Millican

I am so sorry I was unable to join the roundtable event on Saturday 5th June, but great to see this

initiative happening at the beginning of a decade on ecosystem restoration. We need you all if

we are to improve good practice in crisis situations going forward. 

Re-Alliance, a small UK based NGO was formed in 2019 to promote regenerative

approaches to disaster, displacement and development, and we would be happy to help

with any enquiries about how regenerative approaches might be brought centre stage in

humanitarian response work. Our website includes many positive case studies and video

stories of good practice, as well as links to recordings of our bi monthly webinars and

definitions of regenerative practice. We are able to help with guidelines on camp layout and

design, regenerative practice in WASH and water and waste recycling, permaculture and

food growing in refugee camps and in recommending consultants who could support your

work in any of these areas from any different parts of the world. 

We have a lively whats' app group and facebook page through which members contact

each other for help and advice. Should you want to join, please fill out your details on

the online form if you are interested, or send a membership enquiry to contact@re-

alliance.org (…) We would love to work with you.

For now, warm regards

Juliet

Visit 

www.re-alliance.org

Open link

www.re-alliance.org
Open link

Is restoration

in refugee

camps a form

of

exploitation? 

Finding

continuous

support is

very difficult.

Unidos Social Center Uganda 

https://m.facebook.com/Unidos-

Social-Center-673115653084269/

Open link

Green Releaf

https://www.greenreleaf.org/ 

—> by Sarah, creating more documentation for

refugees
Open link

Refugees are not unable to do

anything: There is enormous

initiative and humor and

responsibility and experience in

the camps, that is so often

neglected, forcing people to do

damage 

Camps are

very different

- can there be

a blueprint?

permanence

is an issue for

host

communities

some have land to

give, some have

scarce space

fuel /

cooking

ornamental

gardening /

access to

beauty

shelter

level

benefit

Often they are very

happy and grateful

to have something

to do which might

heal them and the

earth

How to support 

the projects 

that already exist?

form a strong

global structure

for permaculture

for refugees

translations 

- get documents

and materials in

the languages

platform for

learnings

and sharing

inspiration

Re-

Alliance

pilote project

to show how

we can work

together

Permaculture

for Refugees

gardener to

gardener

network

sharing

information

prepare for

secondary

desasters

Why is youth

so

important?

We need to find ways

to encourage a

natural love of nature,

and a desire to

restore the land, from

as young an age as

possible. 

A connection

between

restorative

practices and

food, flowers

and wildlife

What would be the

best "type" of camp

to introduce

ecosystem

restoration practices

and build a proof of

concept?

We need different

approaches (urban

refugees are also

different from those

living in camps or

settlements).

Support

Links shared

How to get

continuity?
Project cycles

and big

organisation

bureaucracy. 

Finding other

ways to get

funding.  Direct

funding?

Very difficult to

find the right

platforms. Where

can we tell the

personal stories?

vetiver grass

would be useful

for soil

stabilization and

waste water

treatment

How to build

up water

supply and

fertile soil?

Song "Permaculture" by Permayouth

https://youtu.be/zgqDcmUy8H8
Open link

Uganda provides

refugees with plots

of land to build a

house and grow

food on.

To stay in the loop after the roundtables, 

register here:

https://tinyurl.com/36h9zxuj
Open link

Successful Urban Permaculture in host communities (video)

https://youtu.be/b3mEd4FNSlA
Open link

Song "Permaculture East Africa"

https://youtu.be/bQO-ywkDE7I
Open link

Women in Permaculture

https://youtu.be/FNvvu8AmbB0
Open link

A Treebog is a waterless, composting

toilet which can be the basis of providing

many ‘ecosystem services’ - all of the

energy transactions provided by trees.

The ‘concept’ is simple and can be

modified for use in every climate zone. It is

surrounded by closely planted trees which

can include fruit, nut, medicinal, polewood

and fodder species. The Treebog can be

rapidly built using local materials and

planted with native species of trees,

shrubs and climbers. They have been

created in Portugal, Spain, Greece and

Senegal

Open link

we need both

approaches, bottom-up

community based and

finding nature based

solutions that will have

co-benefits that meet

real need of

humanitarian

organisations.

Global Community

of Practice. Local

materials. Local

Curriculum.

Platform for

sharing.

Ethos Foundation

Supporting projects like in Uganda and Kenya

https://ethosfoundation.org.au
Open link

soils Lebanon

made an

illustrated booklet

in some

languages

Open link

Lemon Tree Trust

gardening activities

for children are

available in English,

Arabic and Farsi. 

Open link

Great case studies

www.wocat.net
Open link

https://rwamwanjarural.website2.me
http://www.lemontreetrust.org
http://www.PermacultureForRefugees.org
http://www.ecosystemrestorationcamps.org
http://www.refugees.gr
http://www.regenerosity.world
https://uk.lush.com/article/ugandas-refugee-camp-gardens
https://www.re-alliance.org/
http://www.re-alliance.org
https://m.facebook.com/Unidos-Social-Center-673115653084269/
https://www.greenreleaf.org/
https://youtu.be/zgqDcmUy8H8
https://tinyurl.com/36h9zxuj
https://youtu.be/b3mEd4FNSlA
https://youtu.be/bQO-ywkDE7I
https://youtu.be/FNvvu8AmbB0
https://www.re-alliance.org/post/integrating-compost-toilets-tree-planting-soil-building-in-rural-senegal
https://www.greenreleaf.org/
https://www.soils-permaculture-lebanon.com/uploads/2/5/9/8/25986192/soils_manual-online_use_edited8dec.pdf
https://lemontreetrust.org/resources/
http://www.wocat.net

